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Abstract: Security protocols are integral to the protection of cyberspace against malicious attacks. Therefore, it is important to be confident in the security of a security protocol. In previous years, people have worked on security of security protocol abstract specification. However, in recent years, people have found that this is not enough and have begun focusing on security protocol implementation. In order to evaluate the security of security protocol implementations, in this paper, firstly, we proposed the Message Construction to Security Protocol Implementation (MCSPI), a message construction method based on application programming interface (API) traces, which automatically generates the constructed client valid request messages. Then, we presented the Security Analysis Scheme (SAS), a security analysis scheme that generates an abstract model of a security protocol server. Next, we proposed a security analysis method to evaluate the security of security protocol implementations on the basis of constructed client request messages generated with MCSPI, corresponding to the server-side response message and server-side abstract model produced by SAS. Finally, we implemented the Security Protocol Implementation Analysis (SPIA) tool to generate client valid request messages and a server-side abstract model to assist in evaluating security protocol implementations. In our experiments, we tested Tencent QQ mail system version 2017 and RSAAuth system and found that RSAAuth is vulnerable and its server has only security checks for user password, while Tencent QQ mail system version 2017 is more secure and has strong security restrictions at server-side besides security checks for user password.
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1. Introduction

Security protocols constitute a key part of cyberspace security [1] and are an important method to protect the cyberspace security against malicious attacks. Hence, people are very interested in their security. The classic method for analyzing security protocols is the formal method. However, some researchers have shown that many security protocols proved with formal methods are still not secure in practice owing to incorrect implementations [2]. Apart from that, due to the capability limitation of developers, there may be inconsistencies between security protocol implementations and the abstract specification of security protocols. So, just proof of security properties of a security protocol with formal methods is not enough to provide confidence in its security.
Therefore, verifying security and detecting vulnerabilities of security protocol implementations are significant to cyberspace security [3] and have attracted widespread attention from researchers and developers.

In general, security protocol implementation consists of client-side and server-side implementation. Thus, we can study the security of security protocol implementations based on one of the following four assumptions:

(1) Do not have client-side implementations and server-side implementations.
(2) Have both client-side implementations and server-side implementations.
(3) Have the client-side implementations but not the server-side implementation.
(4) Have the server-side implementations but not the client-side implementation.

After examining many security applications, especially based on browser/server (B/S) model applications, we found that assumption (3) is suitable for most cases because it is very difficult for researchers to get the server-side implementations in practical applications, but it is relatively easy to get the client-side implementations. Hence, we focus on security analysis with assumption (3). The methods of analyzing the security of a security protocol mainly include program analysis (code analysis), software test analysis, a model extraction method [4], execution trace analysis, and net-trace analysis [5]. Ye et al. [6] analyzed the security of the Facebook login protocol in Android and recovered a specification of the Facebook login protocol based on Client JavaScript implementations, but it is not suitable for PC platforms. Zuo et al. [7] proposed an approach to detect vulnerabilities by modifying the arguments of request messages from client to server. Bai et al. [8] developed AuthScan to recover abstract specifications of security protocols using security protocol client JavaScript implementations; however, AuthScan does not fully dig into the knowledge of cryptographic primitive JavaScript implementations. Kobeissi et al. [9] proposed a model extraction method to transform security protocol ProScript implementations to Applied PI calculus and Blanchet calculus, respectively. Then, ProVerif and CryptoVerif were used to analyze the security of security protocol ProScript implementations, but they also did not pay attention to the internal structures of cryptographic primitive ProScript implementations. Based on the previous typical analysis, we found that the client-side implementations were not fully used to evaluate the security of security protocol implementations and to extract accurately the abstract model from client-side implementations for analyzing security protocol implementations. Therefore, we proposed a security analysis method based on API traces in which we used the knowledge of the internal structures of cryptographic primitive implementations to reconstruct its outputs for evaluating the security protocol implementations. The main contributions are as follows:

(1) Present the state-of-the-art security analysis method of security protocol implementations and point out that existing researchers have not taken into consideration the internal structures of cryptographic primitive implementations to analyze the security of security protocol implementations.
(2) Propose the Message Construction to Security Protocol Implementation (MCSPI) method, a message construction based on application programming interface (API) traces. At the beginning, it intercepts and parses messages between client and server. Then, it traces the cryptographic primitive functions in security protocol implementations with API tracing technology. Finally, it reconstructs outputs using out-of-the-box re-execution to replace the located tokens to generate the valid client messages.
(3) Present the Security Analysis Scheme (SAS), a security analysis scheme that combines MCSPI and the corresponding server-side response message to generate an abstract model of the security protocol server.
(4) Propose a security analysis method to evaluate the security of security protocol implementations on the basis of constructed client request messages generated by MCSPI, the corresponding server-side response message, and the server-side abstract model produced by SAS.
Implement the Security Protocol Implementation Analysis (SPIA) to test the RSAAuth system and Tencent QQ mail system version 2017. We found that RSAAuth has just user password verification at server-side, while Tencent QQ mail system version 2017 holds some other restrictions besides user password security verification.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the related works are discussed in Section 2, the presented method is introduced in Section 3, the design and implementations of SPIA are demonstrated in Section 4, the evaluation is introduced in Section 5, and the conclusion and future works are reported in Section 6.

2. Related Works

The methods of analyzing the security of security protocols mainly include program analysis (code analysis), software test analysis, model extraction methods, execution trace analysis, and net-trace analysis. At the high level, execution trace analysis and net-trace analysis belong to protocol reverse engineering technology.

About program analysis, Jürjens et al. [10] presented a security verification method for Java implementations, but the correctness of this method has not been proved. Dupressoir et al. [11] presented the analysis methods for authentication and secrecy of C implementations of security protocols based on symbolic model. Bhargavan et al. [12], Backes et al. [13], and Swamy et al. [14–16] analyzed the authentication and secrecy of F implementations based on a type checker of F language.

Execution trace analysis, also called dynamic taint analysis technology, tracks and analyzes the data transformations based on security protocol executions through tracking and labeling transformed data contained in executions and instructions. Then, process operations of execution data are analyzed to infer the specification and state machine of security protocols. This method can be used to analyze noncryptographic and cryptographic protocols. Regarding the inference of message formats of noncryptographic protocols, Lin et al. [17] presented the AutoFormat scheme to extract the message formats of a simple security protocol structure. Cui et al. [18] proposed the Tupni system to infer deterministic finite automaton (DFA) efficiently. On the aspect of inferences about message formats of cryptographic protocols, Caballero et al. [19] developed the Dispatcher, which can locate the corresponding plain text of cipher text. Shi [20] located the corresponding plain texts of cipher texts of security protocols accurately, such as HTTPS, SSH, and TLS protocols. Zhu et al. [21] presented the Ciphertext Filed Identification Approach (CFIA), which can be used to locate the ciphertext boundaries and identify cipher areas, but a limitation is the weakness of the timing sequence protocol.

For net-trace analysis, the core factor is the payloads of security protocols in the process of communications. Firstly, the network payloads of security protocols are intercepted. Next, intercepted payloads are parsed to recover the specification or infer the message formats and key words of security protocols. Regarding the inference about the specification of security protocols, Beddoe et al. [22] introduced a multisequence match algorithm to identify mutable and immutable fields. In order to overcome the weakness in reference [22], Cui et al. [23] developed the Discover system to recover the abstract model of security protocols accurately, but its limitation is low coverage. To address the Discover system’s limitation on processing binary protocols, Yipeng developed the Biprominer system [24] and ProDecoder system [25], both of which can recover abstract models of security protocols. The main difference is that cluster methods are used to search key words in ProDecoder system, but the state transformation among key words is used in the Biprominer system. Bermudez et al. [26] presented the FiledHunter system to infer types automatically and to recode the specification of security protocols.

On the aspect of inferring message format and key words of security protocols, Luo et al. [27] proposed the AutoReEngine tool, and its accuracy for inferring message formats is higher than that of Discover, Biprominer, and ProDecoder. Yun et al. [28] developed the Scuritas system to mine semantic information of protocol messages, for which the accuracy was 97.4%. Tao et al. [29] developed the PRE-Bin system to infer binary pieces of security protocols efficiently.
The model extraction method extracts abstract specification models from security protocol implementations. The confidence should be proved with specified tools. Bhargavan et al. [30] proposed an architecture of verifying the security of F# implementations of security protocols, in which an FS2PV tool transforms F# implementations to Applied PI calculus, and ProVerif verifies the security of F# implementations of security protocols. Bhargavan et al. [31] proposed the FS2CV compiler to transform security protocol F# implementations to the CryptoVerif formal model to verify security with the CryptoVerif tool, and the authentication of TLS protocol F# implementations was proved. Aizatulin et al. [32] extracted formal model from security protocol C implementations and authentication, and the extracted formal model was analyzed with CryptoVerif. Zimao et al. [33] proved the authentication of security protocol Java implementations with CryptoVerif.

For software testing, the main goal is to detect the vulnerability of security protocol implementations. Avinash et al. [34] presented a method to detect multiparty web application (MPWA) vulnerabilities. Giancarlo et al. [35] presented the jÄK system to analyze the security of security protocol JavaScript implementations.

3. Solution

In this section, firstly, we propose the MCSPI message construction method on the basis of API trace, in which we use the internal structures of cryptographic primitive implementations to reconstruct its outputs. Then, based on MCSPI, we generate a server-side abstract model of security protocols. The core functions and corresponding methods are shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Core functions and corresponding methods.](image)

In Figure 1, we intercept protocol messages using a man-in-the-middle (MITM) proxy; get the internal structure and API traces of cryptographic primitive implementations with API tracing technology; parse the obtained API traces with the algorithm presented in Section 3.1.2; reconstruct outputs to cryptographic primitive implementations by out-of-the-box re-execution, which usually generates the new output of cryptographic functions; and locate message tokens with the sequence match method.

3.1. MCSPI

Using API trace, we propose the MCSPI method. In the beginning, communication messages between client and server are intercepted, which are parsed immediately. Then, the cryptographic primitive implementations in security protocol implementations are traced and the output is reconstructed with API tracing technology. Finally, according to the data of the API trace parse and reconstruction output to cryptographic primitive implementations, legal client request messages of security protocols are constructed. The idea of MCSPI is shown in Figure 2.
In Figure 2, fun is an implementation function extracted through API tracing technology; \( \text{arg} \) is the original argument of fun; \( \text{arg}_m \) is the modified argument for \( \text{arg} \); \( S_g \) is the output to the traced function fun, which is produced by the re-execution function fun with the \( \text{arg}_m \); \( T_n \) is the message token of the security protocol; \( M \) is the original message; and \( M_g \) is the constructed message. The procedure of MCSPI in Figure 2 is as follows:

1. Substitute \( \text{arg} \) with \( \text{arg}_m \).
2. Re-execute fun with \( \text{arg}_m \) to generate \( S_g \), which is the constructed output to the traced functions. \( S_g \) is used to substitute \( T_n \) to generate the constructed messages.

Locate \( T_n \) \((n=1, 2, 3, \ldots)\) in parsed message \( M \) to generate \( M_g \) by substituting \( T_n \) with \( S_g \).

### 3.1.1. Intercept and Parse Message

We first use a man-in-the-middle proxy to intercept the security protocol messages. Then, intercepted messages are parsed through identifying message symbols, for example, end symbols, delimiters, and connectors, to locate \( T_n \) in the original protocol messages.

Definition relation: \( A: T_n \in B_n \in P_n \) \((T \neq \emptyset, B \neq \emptyset, P \neq \emptyset, n \in N^+)\), where \( P \) is a set of protocol message pieces, \( B \) is a set of protocol blocks, and \( T \) is a set of protocol message tokens. The protocol message consists of the message pieces, which are composed of protocol message blocks. The message block consists of message tokens.

First, security protocol implementations are scanned to extract message symbols, and then, the frequency of the extracted message symbols is computed. After that, these symbols are sorted from high to low frequency to be identified. Finally, message pieces, message blocks, and message tokens are generated.

In general, message symbols mainly include message end symbols, delimiters, and connectors. A message end symbol such as “\r
” or “\r\n” indicate the end of protocol messages or message pieces. A delimiter usually delimits different fields and message pieces of protocol messages. The common delimiters mainly include the “ “, “\”, “,” etc. A connector connects two or more message tokens, for example, “?” “&”, and “=” etc.

We take a message of HTTP 1.1 as an example to illustrate the parse of a protocol message in Figure 3.

Here, token parse method by identifying message symbols is drown in (a), and the generated tokens after parsing protocol message in (a) are shown in (b).

The procedure consists of six steps:

1. Identify “\r
” symbols to generate message piece \( P \).
2. Parse message piece \( P \) through identifying space symbol “ “ to produce message token \( T_1 \) and message block \( B_1 \).
3. Parse \( B_1 \) by identifying delimiter symbol “/” to generate message token \( T_2 \) and message block \( B_2 \).
4. Parse message block \( B_2 \) through identifying message connecting symbol “=” to generate message blocks \( B_3 \) and \( B_4 \) and message token \( T_7 \).
5. Parse \( B_3 \) and \( B_4 \) by identifying message connecting symbol “?” “&” to produce message tokens \( T_3-T_6 \). Note that \( T_3 \) cannot be parsed into “login” and “jsp”.
All of the message tokens $T_1$–$T_7$ in (b) in Figure 3 locate the message token(s) which would be replaced by matching with the original output of traced cryptographic functions.

In order to efficiently parse the intercepted messages, some messages are parsed at the block level and other messages are parsed at the token level. For example, in Figure 3, “127.0.0.1” represents an IP address so it cannot be parsed into message tokens as “127”, “0”, “0”, “1”. If it was parsed into tokens as “127”, “0”, “0”, “1”, it might cause some bad effects, such as the waste of computing resources and the failure of message token location of parsed protocol messages. For instance, for the message shown in Figure 3, the field of “127” needs to be replaced with the reconstructed output. If the reconstructed output of traced cryptographic primitive implementation is “192”, it will be used to replace “127” in the protocol message. After that, the IP address becomes “192.0.0.1”. Hence, the service connection between client and server will fail and the message token cannot be successfully located. To avoid it, the special message field or message pieces cannot be parsed at the token level.

3.1.2. Get Internal Structure and Parse API Trace of Cryptographic Primitive Implementation

We propose an API Trace Parse Algorithm (APTA), which is used to parse API traces and build a stack to store the parsed data that is used to reconstruct the output of traced cryptographic primitive implementations. API traces are the input to the ATPA algorithm and are produced by tracing client cryptographic primitive implementations. The ATPA algorithm is shown in Figure 4.

In the beginning, API traces of cryptographic functions are stored in a local log file. Next, the log file (line 1) is traversed to generate API traces $API_i$, which contains the name and argument of cryptographic primitive implementations (lines 2–3). If $API_i$ is empty, it is stored to stack (line 6); otherwise, it is removed from API traces. The function name and argument stored in the stack are used to reconstruct outputs of traced cryptographic primitive implementations and to locate message tokens for constructing legal protocol request messages.

**Figure 3.** Net-trace parse.
We mainly consider top-down dependencies of cryptographic primitive implementations, which means

Then, we modify original arguments of the invoked function to generate the modified arguments.

primitive implementations to generate the outputs that are used to match with tokens of parsed

Finally, we label the positions of matched tokens that are replaced to generate

out-of-the-box re-execution to reconstruct outputs of traced cryptographic functions, which is usually used to generate
produce reconstructed outputs of traced cryptographic functions.

Finally, we re-execute traced functions with modified arguments through out-of-the-box re-execution to reconstruct outputs of traced cryptographic functions.

3.1.4. Location Message Tokens

Message tokens consist of outputs of cryptographic primitive implementations. Therefore, we
divide message tokens into two categories. One category is the outputs of cryptographic primitive
implementations which do not depend on other cryptographic functions. The other category is the
outputs of cryptographic primitive implementations which depend on other cryptographic functions. We mainly consider top-down dependencies of cryptographic primitive implementations, which means
that the outputs of previous functions are the arguments of next functions.

The dependencies are shown in Figure 5, in which the arguments of \( f_n \) are the output of \( f_{n-1} \).

\[
 f_1 \rightarrow f_2 \rightarrow \cdots \rightarrow f_{n-1} \rightarrow f_n
\]

Figure 5. Dependencies of cryptographic functions \( f_1 \rightarrow f_n \).

For the first category, in the beginning, we invoke traced cryptographic primitive implementations
by name and its arguments from the stack built by ATPA. Next, we re-execute the cryptographic
primitive implementations to generate the outputs that are used to match with tokens of parsed
message data. Finally, we label the positions of matched tokens that are replaced to generate
constructed request messages. The details are shown in Figure 6.

In the example shown in Figure 6, \( f_1 \) is the traced cryptographic primitive implementation, \( s_1 \)
is the output of \( f_1 \) with original arguments \( \text{arg}_1 \), \( S_1 \&\& T_n \) is the Boolean value of message tokens
location, and \( T_n (n = 1, 2, 3, \ldots) \) are the message tokens.

In this case, \( s_1 \) is used to match with \( T_n \) to locate message tokens and return the Boolean value of
\( S_1 \&\& T_n \). If message tokens are successfully matched, the Boolean value of \( S_1 \&\& T_n \) is true.

For the second category, firstly, we trace cryptographic primitive implementations and build the
dependency of these cryptographic primitive implementations by tracing client-side implementations.

\[
 S_1 \&\& T_n
\]
Next, we invoke traced functions and re-execute them according to dependency to generate the outputs of traced functions. Finally, we locate the tokens that are to be replaced to generate legal constructed messages through matching message tokens with the reconstructed output. The details are shown in Figure 7.

![Figure 7. Token location in the second category.](image)

In the example shown in Figure 7, arg\_m (n = 1, 2, 3, \ldots) are the arguments of cryptographic primitive implementations, and \( Sg_n \) (n = 1, 2, 3, \ldots) are the outputs of these functions. \( Sg_1 && T_n \) is the matched Boolean result between reconstruction output of cryptographic functions and message tokens. In this case, the output \( arg_n \) of function \( f_n \) is \( Sg_{n-1} \), which is the output of function \( f_{n-1} \), and \( Sg_n \) is used to match with \( T_n \) to locate message tokens.

### 3.1.5. Construct Message

According to the two categories in Section 3.1.4, messages are constructed. In the first category, firstly, we invoke cryptographic primitive implementations and their original arguments from the stack built by the API trace parser. Next, we re-execute the invoked implementations with modified arguments to generate the reconstructed outputs. Finally, the reconstructed outputs are used to replace the located message tokens to generate constructed protocol messages. The details are shown in Figure 8.

![Figure 8. Message construction in the first category.](image)

In the example shown in Figure 8, \( f_1 \) is the traced function, \( arg_m \) is the modified argument of \( f_1 \), \( arg_1 \) is the original argument of \( f_1 \), and \( T_n \) is the message token in which \( T_2 \) is the located message token. The original message is the intercepted message. In the process of message construction, \( Sg_1 \) is used to replace \( T_2 \) to generate constructed protocol messages after \( T_n \) is located. Firstly, we invoke traced cryptographic primitive implementation \( f_1 \) with \( arg_1 \) from the stack built by APTA. Next, we re-execute \( f_1 \) with \( arg_m \) to generate reconstructed output \( Sg_1 \). Finally, we replace \( T_2 \) with \( Sg_1 \) to generate the constructed message.

In the second category, firstly, we invoke traced cryptographic primitive implementations with its original arguments from the stack built by the API trace parser. Next, we re-execute the invoked first function of dependency, which is fed with \( arg_m \) to generate the reconstructed output. The new output is the argument of the next implementation function. Finally, the output of the last traced implementation function is generated using the output of the previous implementation function, which is used to substitute the located message token of the parsed protocol message to generate the constructed protocol message. The details are shown in Figure 9.

Here, we assume that \( T_2 \) is the located message token. Firstly, we invoke \( f_1 \) and its original argument \( arg_1 \) from the stack built by APTA. Next, we re-execute \( f_1 \) with \( arg_m \) to generate the new output \( Sg_1 \) as the input of the next function to generate the new output of \( f_2 \) function \( Sg_2 \). We use the same method to generate the output \( arg_n \) of the last implementation function, and \( arg_m \) is the reconstructed output to replace \( T_2 \) to generate the constructed message.
3.2. SAS

In this section, we present SAS, a security analysis scheme that combines MCSPI and the corresponding server-side response message to generate an abstract model of the security protocol server. The idea is that if encryption exists in the request message, we think the corresponding decryption should exist in the response message. Thus, we generate an abstract model of the security protocol server based on extracted cryptographic functions, which is shown in Figure 10, where $GM_i$ ($GM_i \in GM$) is a constructed message using MCSPI, $RM_i$ ($RM_i \in RM$) is a response message, $PR_i$ ($PR_i \in PR$) is a result of parsing $RM$, $PR$ is composed of the cryptographic-related handle result (HR) and the noncryptographic-related results.

![Figure 9. Message construction in the second category.](image)

After successfully parsing response messages, we extract the HR from parsing to generate the abstract model of the server of security protocol. The detail procedure is as follows:

1. Send constructed request message $GM_1$, which includes one cryptographic primitive, to the security protocol server.
2. Intercept response message $RM_i$ by MITM proxy and then parse it to produce the result $PR_i$.
3. Extract HR from $PR_i$.
4. Repeat (1)–(4) until the end of the security protocol.

Therefore, the abstract model of the security protocol is generated based on the extracted HR.
If request messages contain two or more cryptographic primitives, response messages should contain one or two HR. The detailed procedure is shown in Figure 11, where CP is cryptographic primitives, and N-CP means non-cryptographic primitives. The meanings of GM, RM, PR, and HR are the same as shown in Figure 10.

1. Send constructed message GM that contains cryptographic primitives to the server.
2. Intercept RM with the MITM proxy and parse RM to generate parse action PR.
3. Extract HR from PR that contains several HR, which are shown in Figure 11 as HR1, HR2, ..., HRn.

A security analysis method for security protocol implementations based on MCSPI and SAS with assumption (3) is proposed in Figure 12, which consists of following two phases.

![Figure 11. HR extraction.](image)

**3.3. Security Analysis Method for Security Protocol Implementations Based on MCSPI and SAS**

A security analysis method for security protocol implementations based on MCSPI and SAS with assumption (3) is proposed in Figure 12, which consists of following two phases.

![Figure 12. Security analysis method based on MCSPI and the Security Analysis Scheme (SAS) for security protocol implementations.](image)

First phase: constructed messages are generated based on the MCSPI method, which includes intercepting and parsing protocol communication messages, obtaining the internal structure and parsing API traces, reconstructing cryptographic functions, and locating message token functions.

Second phase: HR are extracted through parsing response messages to generate the abstract model of the security protocol server. Security protocol messages consist of request message from client to server and response messages from server to client. The response messages are parsed with the same method presented in Section 3.1.
3.4. Discussion

In order to evaluate the security of security protocol implementations, based on assumption (3), we proposed MCSPI scheme to construct client valid request message. In MCSPI, firstly, we intercept net-traces and parse them. Next, we use API tracing technology to trace cryptographic functions to obtain API traces and dependencies of cryptographic functions contained in client-side implementations. Then, we locate message tokens. Apart from that, we reconstruct the output of traced cryptographic functions with out-of-the-box re-execution. Finally, we replace located tokens with reconstructed outputs to generate constructed client request messages.

In summary, MCSPI has the following three characteristics:

(1) The analysis objects are the message tokens that are the minimum compositions of protocol messages.

(2) The internal structures (dependencies) of cryptographic primitive implementations in client-side implementations are used to locate and reconstruct the output of cryptographic primitive implementations, which is powerful for constructed valid request messages.

(3) MCSPI can deal with both cryptographic and noncryptographic protocols.

In some sense, MCSPI is related to protocol reverse engineering, especially to net-trace technology. In general, net-trace technology is used for the purpose of inferring protocol format [22,23]. For example, PIP [22] inferred protocol format based on the Needleman–Wunsch algorithm [36], and Discover [23] used tokenization clustering and merging technology to infer both text and binary protocol formats based on net-traces. However, on the basis of net-trace technology, the objective in MCSPI is not to infer protocol formats but to generate message tokens to construct client request message of security protocol implementations.

In this sense, MCSPI is similar to AUTOFORGE [7]. However, there is a distinct difference in identifying message tokens between AUTOFORGE and MCSPI. AUTOFORGE uses the Needleman–Wunsch algorithm to identify message tokens, but MCSPI identifies message tokens through matching the output of traced cryptographic functions with message tokens generated by parsing net-traces, which is easier to implement.

Currently, MCSPI is not powerful enough in automatically extracting client-side implementations and analyzing encrypted or obfuscated implementations, which will be enhanced in our future work.

4. SPIA

In order to evaluate the security of security protocol implementations using the methods in Section 3, we designed and implemented the SPIA.

4.1. Design

The architecture of SPIA is shown in Figure 13. SPIA mainly contains an API trace parse module, a net-trace parse module, a token location module, a function reconstruction module, and a server model generation module.
of security protocol implementations to generate constructed request messages and to extract HRs in response messages. HRs are used to generate an abstract model of the security protocol server. The token location module provides the function of exactly locating message tokens that are replaced. The function reconstruction module generates the reconstructed outputs of traced cryptographic primitive implementations based on the data stored in the stack built by APTA. The reconstructed outputs are used to substitute the located message tokens to generate constructed request messages. The server model generation module takes charge of producing the abstract model of the security protocol server based on HRs in response messages parsing.

4.1.1. Net-Trace Parse Module

The net-trace parse module processes intercepted messages (net-traces) and generates message tokens $T_n$, which are the inputs to the token location and message construction modules. The net-trace mainly consists of the request and response messages. Firstly, it scans client-side implementations to extract message symbols and divides these symbols into message end symbols and other symbols. Next, it parses net-traces through identifying message symbols to generate message pieces, message blocks, and message tokens. The details are shown in Figure 14.

(1) Scan client-side implementations to extract the message symbols and build the sets of message symbols.
(2) Build a set of end symbols and a set of non-end symbols using extracted message symbols.
(3) Sort the non-end symbols in the order of descendent frequency.
(4) Get net-traces with MITM proxy.
(5) Parse net-traces through identifying message symbols to generate message pieces, message blocks, and message tokens.
(6) Generate message tokens $T_n$.

![Figure 14. Net-trace parse module.](image-url)
4.1.2. API Trace Parse Module

The API trace parse module is responsible for parsing API traces and building a stack to store results of the API trace parse. The outputs to the API trace parse module are the inputs to the token location and function reconstruction modules. The details are shown in Figure 15.

1. Scan the client-side implementations of security protocols and extract cryptographic primitive implementations.
2. Trace the extracted cryptographic primitive implementations through API tracing technology to generate the API traces stored in a local log file.
3. Get the API traces $API_i$ from log file that contains the function name, arguments, and outputs of the traced cryptographic primitive implementations.

Parse $API_i$ with ATPA and build a stack to store the data of API trace parses, which stores the name and argument of parsed $API_i$.

4.1.3. Function Reconstruction Module

The function reconstruction module generates reconstructed outputs $output_m$ of traced cryptographic primitive implementations, which replace located message tokens to produce constructed protocol request messages. The details are shown in Figure 16.

1. Modify arguments stored in stack to produce modified argument $arg_m$.
2. Re-execute the traced cryptographic primitive implementation with $arg_m$ to generate reconstructed outputs $output_m$. 

Figure 15. API trace parse module.

Figure 16. Constructed module.
4.1.4. Token Location Module

The token location module locates and labels the tokens $T_n$ that are replaced when request messages are constructed. The details are shown in Figure 17.

1. Invoke the traced cryptographic primitive implementations from the data stored in the stack built by APTA, and modify the original arguments to generate the modified arguments $arg_m$.
2. Re-execute traced implementations to generate the reconstructed outputs $output_m$ of cryptographic primitive implementations.
3. Locate and label message tokens through matching message tokens $T_n$ with the output. If successfully matched, label the corresponding token.

Figure 16. Constructed module.

Figure 17. Token location module.
In this module, located message tokens are replaced by reconstructed output cryptographic primitive implementations to generate constructed protocol client messages.

4.1.5. Server Model Generation Module

The server model generation module generates the server abstract model after the constructed messages are sent to the server and the server generates the response messages parsed by the net-trace parse module to produce the HRs. Using HRs, the abstract model can be generated. The details are shown in Figure 18.

![Figure 18. Generation of the server model.]

4.2. Development

Development environments of SPIA are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Tools</th>
<th>Languages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Windows 10, ×64 bit</td>
<td>Eclipse 3.7, Java JDK1.7, 64 bit</td>
<td>Java, Java Script</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We developed SPIA with Java JDK1.7 (64-bit) in the platform Eclipse 3.7 running under Windows 10 (×64).

Classes JFrame, JPanel, JButton, and JTextArea in the Java language were used to develop SPIA, and spia is the main class of the SPIA project. In UML Diagram, the relations of these classes are shown in Figure 19, where class spia implements class ActionListener. Class JFrame depends on class JPanel, and class JPanel depends on class JTextArea and JButton.

![Figure 19. Relations of classes in developing the Security Protocol Implementation Analysis (SPIA).](image-url)

The Graphical User Interface (GUI) of SPIA is shown in Figure 20.
5. Evaluation

Considering assumption (3), Tencent QQ mail system version 2017 and RSAAuth system were analyzed and discussed in detail with SPIA and Burp suite [37]. We found that RSAAuth system has only security verification for user password, while Tencent QQ mail system version 2017 has strong security restriction besides the security checks for user password. In addition, during evaluation, random strings appeared in figures are encoded, encrypted, and hashed sequences.

Burp suite is a GUI-based tool which consists of proxy, intruder, repeater, sequencer, and decoder functions. Proxy and repeater functions were used in our case analysis. Proxy is able to intercept communication messages of security protocols and repeater can resend the constructed messages to the server of the security protocol and analyze the response messages sent by the security protocol server. In order to intercept communication messages between browser and server, Burp suite and the proxy of browser are set with “127.0.0.1:8080”.

The evaluation using SPIA and Burp suite is composed of six steps (Figure 21).

Figure 20. Graphical User Interface (GUI) of SPIA.

Figure 21. Analysis process with SPIA and Burp suite.
Step (1). Parse API trace with ATPA to build a stack for storing parsed data after getting client implementations of security protocols. The data in the stack are the inputs to the token location and function reconstruction modules of SPIA. Apart from that, we also generate the dependence(s) of cryptographic functions if there exists dependence(s) among cryptographic primitives of client-side implementations.

Step (2). Generate the message tokens, which is the key factor for message construction. We intercept net-traces with Burp suite. Further, we pass net-traces to the net-trace parse module to generate message tokens, which is the input of the token location module of SPIA.

Step (3). Generate constructed request messages with the message tokens $T_n$ produced by the function reconstruction module with the parsed data stored in the stack and message tokens.

Step (4). Generate reconstructed output of traced functions to replace $T_n$ in step (3).

Step (5). Generate constructed messages through replacing $T_n$ with reconstructed output. Then, send constructed messages to the server with the repeater function of Burp suite. The server sends back a response message, which is intercepted by Burp suite.

Step (6). Parse intercepted response message(s) with the net-trace module of SPIA to generate message tokens. Then, generate the abstract model of security protocols with the server model generation module of SPIA.

5.1. Case One: Tencent QQ Mail System Version 2017

Tencent QQ mail system version 2017 [38] was analyzed because of its worldwide use in digital society.

Because the HTTPS protocol was implemented in Tencent QQ mail system version 2017, the communication messages were encrypted, which were difficult to parse just with SPIA. To address this problem, the certificate of Burp suite was imported to the Firefox browser, which was set to trust the certificate. Therefore, the communication messages of HTTPS could be parsed. In Tencent QQ mail system version 2017 system, its client-side implementations mainly consist of four source code files that are JsonMsg.js, TCapIframeApi.js, and c_login_2.js, and c_login_2.js was the implementation file in which we were interested.

For Tencent QQ mail system version 2017, firstly, we extracted c_login_2.js from client-side implementations. After that, we obtained API traces and parsed them with SPIA. Apart from that, we generated dependencies of traced cryptographic functions based on c_login_2.js, which were used to locate and reconstruct outputs of traced cryptographic functions. Next, we intercepted with Burp suite and parsed it to generate message tokens. Then, we located message tokens, reconstructed the outputs of traced functions, and replaced the located message tokens with reconstructed outputs to generate constructed request messages. Finally, we intercepted and parsed response messages to generate the abstract model of the server to evaluate the secrecy of Tencent QQ mail system.

According to the client-side JavaScript implementation “c_login_2.js”, dependencies of cryptographic functions were generated, as shown in Figure 22, where the return value of function $u$ was encrypted by function “RSA.encrypt” with RSA public key. The ciphertext was transformed to an ASCII value by the function btoa. The output of function btoa was the value of $i.p$ in Figure 22, which was a part of the request message.

In Figure 22, “pt.login.armSafeEdit.isSafe” is the security ActiveX. Dependencies among MD5 functions $c$, $u$, and $i$ are $u(i(c(t) + b) + vcode.upper)$, where variable “vcode.upper” stores the upper case of the value in verifycode and the value of $b$ is “0028”. Arguments of function $c$ are the salt value and user password. Return value of $c$ is the MD5 value of salt and user password. In function $i$, the argument is the return value of function $c$, and the return value is the MD5 sequence of $b$ and return value of $c$. In function $u$, the arguments are the verifycode and the return value of function $i$, and the output is an MD5 sequence.
In order to get net-traces and locate message tokens, we logged into the QQ mail system and intercepted request and response messages with Burp suite, as shown in Figures 23 and 24. Part of the result is shown in Figure 25.

Figure 22. Dependencies of cryptographic functions of client-side implementations.
In Figure 23, the Get method was used to send the request message from the client to the server in the QQ mail system. Besides that, the key parts of this request message were some information returned by the server, such as user account $u$, verifycode! $ESF$, value of $p$, salt value and json token-$pt_jstoken$, etc. In Figure 24, function $ptuiCB$ did not receive any successful logon information, such as server’s URL, user account, and login type, which means that the request message in Figure 23 was incorrect.

In order to generate message tokens and locate tokens, we parsed the intercepted request message in Figure 23 with SPIA. Part of the result is shown in Figure 25.

![Net-trace parse](image1)

**Figure 25.** Parse result of the intercepted request message.

We matched the original output of the traced functions with message tokens, and the matched message token is the located token in Figure 26.

![Token location](image2)

**Figure 26.** Result of message token location.

The located token was the value of “$i.p$” according to Figures 23 and 25, which was replaced by the reconstructed output of the traced functions. In order to reconstruct the output of the traced functions, we re-executed the traced functions (Figure 22) with the corresponding modified arguments to generate the reconstructed output (Figure 27).

![Traced functions reconstruction](image3)

**Figure 27.** The reconstructed output of the traced functions.
We replaced the located token (Figure 26) with the reconstructed output (Figure 27) to generate the constructed request message shown in Figure 28, which was sent to the server.

```java
// Replace the located token (Figure 26) with the reconstructed output (Figure 27) to generate the constructed request message shown in Figure 28, which was sent to the server.
```

The corresponding response message was sent to the client after the server received and processed the constructed message, which was intercepted by Burp suite (Figure 29).

![Figure 29. Intercepted response message.](image)

As shown in Figure 29, function `ptuiCB` received some data, in which "jint" was the nickname of the user "1029851866" was the register account, and "https://mail.qq.com" was the URL of the server. This means that the constructed request message was correct.

Accordingly, the abstract model was generated based on the parsed response message and client-side implementations, as shown in Figure 30.

![Figure 30. Generated model of the QQ mail system server-side.](image)
Figure 29. Intercepted response message.

As shown in Figure 29, function ptuiCB received some data, in which "jint" was the nickname of the user "1029851866" was the register account, and "https mail.qq.com" was the URL of the server. This means that the constructed request message was correct.

Accordingly, the abstract model was generated based on the parsed response message and client-side implementations, as shown in Figure 30.

Figure 30. Generated model of the QQ mail system server-side.

Furthermore, we combined the constructed messages, the corresponding response message sent by the server, and the server-side abstract model and we found that Tencent QQ mail system version 2017 has other strong security restrictions for login attempts at server-side besides security checks for user password, such as check valid session time and the times of login attempts. In our test, the server directly returned some warning messages, such as “login timeout”, “too many error logins, please try later”, and so on. Apart from that, the server updated the verification code when there were many login attempts with constructed request messages in a certain time window.

5.2. Case Two: RSAAuth System

The RSAAuth system, developed by us, provides user authentication from server to client. In the RSAAuth system, the client encrypts the user password with an RSA public key of the server, and then encodes it with Base64 to generate the sequence related to the password sent to the server. The server decodes the received sequence and then decrypts the decoded sequence with its RSA private key of the server. In the RSAAuth system, client-side implementation mainly contains DBAccess.java and UserBean.java file. Server-side implementation mainly contains MsgP.java file.

We extracted the UserBean.java file from client-side implementations. Then, we generated dependencies of cryptographic functions based on extracted implementations, which were used to locate message tokens and reconstruct outputs of traced cryptographic functions. Meanwhile, we intercepted net-traces with Burp suite and parsed them to generate message tokens. Next, we located message tokens and reconstructed outputs using out-of-the-box re-execution. After that, we used the reconstructed outputs to replace located message tokens to generate constructed request messages. Finally, we intercepted and parsed response messages to generate the server model of security protocols to evaluate the security of RSAAuth. We found that RSAAuth is vulnerable to password brute force attack.

The details of the procedure are as follows: the dependencies among cryptographic functions were generated (Figure 31) based on the UserBean.java file extracted from the client-side implementation.

In Figure 31, “ljt0” is the encrypted object. Firstly, “ljt0” was encrypted through Cipher.init() and cipher.doFinal() to generate the ciphertext “[B@276fa677”. Then, ciphertext was encoded with Base64 to generate the output “JV1oItoWWYYW*******”. The dependencies were mainly used to locate message tokens and reconstruct outputs of traced cryptographic functions.

In order to get net-traces, firstly, registered user account information was used to log on the system. Then, communication messages were intercepted by Burp suite. The intercepted request and response messages are shown in Figures 32 and 33, respectively.
To locate message tokens, we parsed intercepted request messages (Figure 32) to generate message tokens. Then, we located message tokens which were to be replaced, as shown in Figure 34. The response message shown in Figure 33 was parsed by SPIA.

As shown in Figure 32, the Post method was used to send request messages from the client to the server in the RSAAuth system. The key part of the message is boxed in Figure 32. Afterwards, the response message shown in Figure 33 was parsed by SPIA.

To locate message tokens, we parsed intercepted request messages (Figure 32) to generate message tokens. Then, we located message tokens which were to be replaced, as shown in Figure 34.

Figure 31. Dependencies of cryptographic functions in RSAAuth client-side implementations.

Figure 32. Request message.

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Server: Apache-Coyote/1.1
Content-Type: text/html;charset=utf-8
Date: Wed, 21 Feb 2018 10:34:32 GMT
Connection: close
Content-Length: 58

Figure 33. Response message.
As shown in Figure 32, the Post method was used to send request messages from the client to the server in the RSAAuth system. The key part of the message is boxed in Figure 32. Afterwards, the response message shown in Figure 33 was parsed by SPIA.

The value of the password was the message token that was replaced according to Figure 32. We reconstructed outputs of traced cryptographic functions using SPIA to replace the located message token. An example of the output is shown in Figure 35.

We replaced the located token with the reconstructed output to generate the constructed request message (Figure 36).

The server generated and sent a response message (Figure 37) to the client after the constructed request message was sent to the server.

Finally, the abstract model of the server of security protocols was generated based on the parsed response message, which is shown in Figure 38. It was consistent with the server-side implementations in Figure 39.
The response message in Figure 37 was parsed by SPIA. The “welcome” was found, which means that the constructed request message was correct.

Finally, the abstract model of the server of security protocols was generated based on the parsed response message, which is shown in Figure 38. It was consistent with the server-side implementations in Figure 39.

![Generated server-side abstract model of the RSAAuth system](image)

Figure 38. Generated server-side abstract model of the RSAAuth system.

![Dependencies of server-side security-related implementations](image)

Figure 39. Dependencies of server-side security-related implementations.

As shown in Figures 38 and 39, intuitively, the server decoded the request message, and then decrypted it. Generally, the server checks the decoded and encrypted sequences of the user password at its end.

Furthermore, from our experiment, we found that RSAAuth only held the security check for the user password when login attempts occurred, and this check does not guarantee that the system is secure enough. So, it is vulnerable to many attacks, such as MITM attacks, replay attacks, and, especially, password brute force attacks.

5.3. Discussion

In Sections 5.1 and 5.2, we analyzed the Tencent QQ mail system version 2017 and the RSAAuth system and found that the Tencent QQ mail system version 2017 held some security restrictions in a certain time window besides account password security check, such as check valid session time and the number of login attempts. However, the RSAAuth system was vulnerable and it did not hold some security restrictions besides password security check at its server-side. The results are shown in Table 2.

Intuitively, our work is similar to existing application dialogue replay systems, such as PIP [22] and RolePlayer [39], which replay the server through aligning net-traces of security protocols and identifying and mutating some special field for application dialogue replay. Furthermore, our work is related to protocol reverse engineering, especially the ProDecoder [25] and FiledHunter [26], which focus on searching keywords and recovering message formats of security protocols based on net-traces.
without using client-side implementations. It is worth noticing that none of these systems focus on internal cryptographic primitive implementations of security protocols, which is the main concern of our work.

Table 2. Results for security analysis of Tencent QQ mail system version 2017 and RSAAuth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Systems</th>
<th>Client-Side Implementations</th>
<th>Server Abstract Model</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QQ mail</td>
<td>$p \rightarrow$ salt $\rightarrow$ 3 times MD5 $\rightarrow$ rsaencrypt $\rightarrow p'$</td>
<td>$p' \rightarrow$ decrypt $\rightarrow$ verifyMD5</td>
<td>Less vulnerable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSAAuth</td>
<td>Pwd $\rightarrow$ rsaencrypt $\rightarrow$ base64encode $\rightarrow$ M</td>
<td>M $\rightarrow$ crypt $\rightarrow$ decode</td>
<td>Vulnerable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In particular, SPIA is similar to AUTOFOGRE [7], which discovers vulnerabilities for Android applications, while SPIA addresses the Windows platform to evaluate the security of security protocol implementations. It is worth noticing that both SPIA and AUTOFOGRE take the internal structures of cryptographic primitive implementations into account to evaluate the security of security applications. However, there are several distinct differences between SPIA and AUTOFOGRE; for example, regarding identified message tokens, AUTOFOGRE uses the Needleman–Wunsch algorithm to identify message tokens, while SPIA identifies message tokens through directly matching output sequences of traced cryptographic functions with parsed message tokens, which is easier to implement and takes less computational cost. For the output, AUTOFOGRE merely outputs the constructed request messages, while SPIA outputs both constructed valid request messages and the server-side abstract model, which is cogent enough to assist in accurately evaluating the security of implemented security protocols and to check the security restrictions when login attempts occur. As for the computational costs, SPIA and AUTOFOGRE are mainly amortized by the token identified algorithm and message construction using out-of-the-box re-execution based on internal cryptographic primitive functions. For both SPIA and AUTOFOGRE, it is not easy to accurately compute the cost of message construction because of the different cryptographic primitives. About the computational costs of the token identified algorithm, it is intuitive that the time and space complexity of the Needleman–Wunsch algorithm and our method are $O(n \times m)$, in which $n$ and $m$ are the length of two evaluated sequences. In practice, AUTOFOGRE compares two protocol messages to identify the message token. However, our method matches the output of the cryptographic primitive with the protocol message to locate message tokens, in which the length of output of the cryptographic primitive is much shorter than a protocol message. Therefore, in this sense, SPIA has less computational cost than AUTOFOGRE.

In order to mitigate existing attacks, such as replay attacks and password brute force attacks, some technologies can be used, such as strong secure server-side restrictions, limitations on times of login, timestamps, challenge–response, and CAPATCHA [40]. The number of login attempts can be limited in a certain time window. Based on our test, we conclude that the RSAAuth system has no such technology in its server-side, so constructed request messages can be used to attempt to login to RSAAuth many times without any warning messages sent out. Nevertheless, Tencent QQ mail system version 2017 holds some security restrictions for login attempts, such as limit session time window and the number of login attempts. Meanwhile, unlike CAPATCHA, this technology does not influence the user’s experience. Timestamps and challenge–response are effective ways to prevent replay attacks and online password brute force attacks.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

Secure implementation of security protocols is a hot issue in the security protocol and code security fields. In this paper, firstly, we presented the MCSPI method to construct client valid request messages. Then, we proposed the SAS scheme to generate a server-side abstract model of security protocols. Next, we introduced a security analysis method to evaluate the security of security protocol implementations through combining constructed client request messages generated with MCSPI, corresponding server-side response messages, and server-side an abstract model produced by SAS. Further, we implemented SPIA to evaluate the security of security protocol implementations. Finally,
we tested Tencent QQ mail system version 2017 and RSAAuth and found that Tencent QQ mail system version 2017 is more secure because it holds some security restrictions when login attempts occur, such as user password security check, login time window limitation, and number of login attempts restrictions. However, RSAAuth is vulnerable because it only holds a user password security check, and this check does not make the system secure enough.

Using our current methods, we can evaluate the security of security protocol implementations in security applications. Owing to the time limitation, we only present an analysis by comparing existing related works with our scheme, which are expressed in Section 5.3. However, in the future, we will make a quantitative analysis for computational costs. Still, there are several limitations to our current method. For example, the client-side implementation automatic extraction is not at a high level, and encrypted or obfuscated implementations cannot be done efficiently. Therefore, we will keep our focus on the following two issues in future works:

(1) Universal methods or tools to extract, at a high automatic level, the security protocol implementations from web applications are necessary. The precondition of security analysis is to obtain security protocol implementations. However, the work is currently mainly performed by hand. Although there are some automatic methods for extracting security protocol implementations, these methods are not suitable for all security systems. Therefore, universal methods or tools that can extract the implementations of security protocols from web applications at a high automatic level are important.

(2) So far, many client-side implementations have been obfuscated or encrypted to enhance the security of web security applications. Hence, handling encrypted or obfuscated client-side implementations is our core work in the future.
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